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Message from the Executive Directors 
 
This past year marked the 28th year of operation for the Ivey LEADER Project (“LEADER”) and 
saw us focus on strengthening the core of our program globally while pursuing new opportunities 
in Canada. 
 
Our site in Whitehorse, Yukon marked the first time LEADER has operated in Canada. The site 
was a result of a two-year consultation process through which we determined where and how 
LEADER could best support First Nations entrepreneurs. An exploratory trip in February 2019 
took place, with a pilot seven-day program following in May 2019. The success of the site 
represents an exciting new direction for LEADER, and we look forward to growing our impact in 
Canada and continuing to support First Nations entrepreneurship.  
 
LEADER carried forward all seven sites from 2018: India, Nepal, Vietnam, Russia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Serbia and Macedonia. Our Curriculum committee focused on revising our 
curriculum to better reflect the needs of our entrepreneur students. This included introducing new 
cases that used an entrepreneurial lens, increasing the degree of localization, and developing 
advanced content that addressed skills such as financial analysis and Excel fundamentals. 
 
We would like to sincerely thank the following partners for their continuous support of LEADER:  
 

▪ AIMIA, for their belief in our mission and for the donation of one million Aeroplan miles, 
which supports LEADER in sending our teachers across the world; 

▪ The Yukon Government Department of Economic Development, for their integral 
financial and strategic support in ensuring a successful Whitehorse site launch 

▪ Our Site Partners globally, for working closely with us to operate LEADER on an annual 
basis and help benefit entrepreneurs in their communities; 

▪ The Dean’s Office at Ivey, Ivey Advancement, and Ivey Publishing, for supporting our 
operations and helping push LEADER forward to new heights; 

▪ The Pierre Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship, for providing funding, support, 
and opportunities for LEADER to write cases on local entrepreneurs;  

▪ The MBA and HBA Associations, for encouraging Ivey students to apply our learnings 
from the classroom and become global leaders and for their financial support; 

▪ Our Alumni, for supporting LEADER through donations and strategic support 
 

In the following report, we are proud to give an overview of the Project, including a financial 
overview, reviews of both our sites and committees, and other operational details from the past 
year. Should you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to us at leaderproject@ivey.ca.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
The 2018-2019 Executive Director Team 

 
 
 
 
 

Victor Lal 
HBA ‘19 

Katie McNamara   
MBA ‘19 

Margot Ghersin   
HBA ‘20 

Taylor Whitehouse   
MBA ‘19 

mailto:leaderproject@ivey.ca
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Media 

Throughout the past year, LEADER has been featured in news from across the world. We thank 
our site partners for documenting LEADER’s impact in their communities. Below are some 
external media highlights: 

“Ivey students support First Nations entrepreneurs in the Yukon”  
Ivey Publishing, July 9, 2019. 
“Four Ivey students involved with The LEADER Project’s new Yukon site helped First Nations 
youth entrepreneurs to bring their business ideas to life.” 
 
“The LEADER Project's 12th edition: a top business and entrepreneurship program" 
Biznis Vesti MK, May 6, 2019. 
“The twelfth edition of the Leader Project, organized by Macedonia 2025, will start today, which 
will last ten working days. Top instructors from the renowned Richard Ivey Business School at the 
University of [Western Ontario] will impart their rich international experience and leadership skills 
to around 40 current and thriving entrepreneurs across the country.” 
 
“For 12 years, the LEADER Project encourages entrepreneurship in the country" 
Marketing MK, May 15, 2019. 
“Yesterday evening, as part of the Business and Entrepreneurship Program - Leader Project, 
organized by Macedonia 2025, a networking event was held, where yearly participants, alumni, 
partners and other project supporters had the opportunity to discuss the program's positive impact 
in an informal atmosphere.” 
 
“LEADER Project: Support for Startups and Growth” 
Macedonia 2025, May 28, 2019. 
“We recently completed the 12th edition of the LEADER Project, which is a ten-day MBA program 
brought by the Richard Ivey Business School in cooperation with Macedonia2025. This show 
segment provides a brief overview of the project activities, as well as the networking reception, 
where guests discussed the diverse possibilities for obtaining funds and support for aspiring 
entrepreneurs.” 
 
“LEADER Project: Serbia 2019” 
CANSEE, June 4, 2019. 
“We would like to share with you a specially created LEADER Project Serbia 2019 video that truly 
demonstrates all the aspects that this exceptional educational program covers!” 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.ivey.uwo.ca/news/news-ivey/2019/7/ivey-students-inspire-first-nations-entrepreneurs-in-the-yukon/
http://www.leaderproject.com/
https://www.biznisvesti.mk/zapochna-dvanaesetoto-izdanie-na-lider-proekt-vrvna-programa-za-biznis-i-pretpriemnishtvo/?fbclid=IwAR07AiW8QIeHeX5SctWh90GTdVZce7ARxo7mxJ2tUqeNFa_KSfAxPxcSmaI
https://marketing365.mk/lider-proektot-vekje-12-godini-uspesno-go-pottiknuva-pretpriemnistvoto-kaj-mladite-lugje-vo-zemjata/?fbclid=IwAR24NJ_lRTmIg-hEmM8DjNm8kP2dDttKwcsu5dPIN16TJSfXyo2kTRYxpGE
http://2025talks.com/play/34442?fbclid=IwAR3Hsn99aA822Jifxgr1WrXU83GfybHelpQU3E8nqj36Ybk9o5cyOCl4EzY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRrGfVVfw9I&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1SeVtQAqsdz2YGdh1ShTHLW6qS0KwLUkUGgpPWNYKqumzGgdxldX-BBig
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Financial Overview 
 
In fiscal 2019, LEADER achieved a surplus of $6,795.32 (Appendix 1). In order to ensure the 
sustainability of LEADER going forward, Ivey student deposits were increased to $1,000 in 2018. 
We expect the surplus generated this year to be a short-term trend as our operating costs increase. 
As in prior years, LEADER’s operating surplus will be invested in LEADER’s endowment fund and 
will contribute to funding new initiatives that will benefit our students and further our impact 
globally, including future exploratory trips to assess potential new LEADER Project sites. 
 
Revenues 
 
Relative to fiscal 2018, revenues grew by 37% (from $45,022 to $61,736).1 In addition to the 
increase in deposits (which are used to ensure personal fundraising minimums), our revenue 
increase was significantly impacted by $14K in support provided by the Yukon Government 
Department of Economic Development to launch out Whitehorse site. 
 
Donations to LEADER remained consistent with fiscal 2018 totals, representing continued support 
from the Ivey community at-large, and our many partners. LEADER would like to thank the Ivey 
Dean’s Office, AIMIA, MBAA, HBAA, and Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship for 
their continued support. LEADER’s work and impact would not be possible without our partners, 
and we look forward to leveraging their support to improve our impact in both existing and new 
sites.  

 

 
 

                                                 
1 Collective Donations and Alumni Volunteer donations were directly deposited to the Endowment Fund 

in this year’s financial statements, and are not treated as operational income for the Project. 
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Expenses 
 

Total expenses increased by 53% (from $35,924 to $54,941), with the Whitehorse program costs 
accounting for the majority of the year-to-year change. The largest drivers of the increase include 
a car rental for instructors, student accommodation and classroom supplies. LEADER would like 
to thank the Yukon Government Department of Economic Development for generously covering 
the cost of our expenditures while on-site. 
 
The Jet Airways bankruptcy also caused LEADER to incur a non-recurring expense of $5,209 to 
bring the Team India LEADER instructors home; an event of this kind is an anomaly, but it remains 
important for LEADER to have a buffer in case of need. 
 
LEADER would like to thank AIMIA for their continued support and donation of one million 
Aeroplan miles. This donation significantly helps LEADER in funding the cost of flights, and 
therefore allocate resources to other impact-driven areas. 
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LEADER Instructors 

The LEADER Project sources all of its talented instructors from the Ivey Business School, with 
representation from MBA, HBA, and MSc degree programs. Of the 79 total applications received 
(up from 73 applications in 2018), 32 dedicated team members were selected for this year’s team. 
In addition, the Project was excited to welcome three fantastic team members from the Alumni 
Volunteer Program.  These three individuals are all Ivey alumni, and share a common passion for 
wanting to give back to entrepreneurs abroad through LEADER.  The Alumni Volunteers provide 
a unique and complementary perspective to that of the instructors currently enrolled in academic 
programs at Ivey. 

LEADER instructors (“LEADERites”) are organized into internal committees and site teams. In 
addition, instructors go through a teaching and coaching boot camp prior to travelling to ensure 
consistency in the quality of the educational experience delivered through the program. While on-
site, LEADERites teach lectures, lead case discussions, provide one-on-one coaching during the 
day, and tailor lesson plans during the evening. The relationships that LEADERites build with one 
another as well as participants in the program create a platform for ongoing personal and 
professional development that impacts everyone involved with the Project beyond the two weeks 
spent on-site. 

The passion from LEADERites throughout the year as well as on-site was clearly evident and this 
passion is critical to the Project’s ongoing success. The Project’s Executive Directors and 
Advisory Board would like to thank all LEADERites for their dedication and look forward to their 
continued support for years to come. 

 

 

MBA, 16, 46%

HBA, 15, 43%

MSc, 1, 3%

Alumni Volunteer, 3, 8%

LEADERite Program Breakdown
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Entrepreneurs 

The LEADER Project would not exist without the ambitious entrepreneurs we train around the 
world. LEADER participants come from a diverse set of backgrounds, with the Project attracting 
aspiring and current entrepreneurs ranging from students in their early 20s to seasoned 
professionals with decades of industry experience. When a group of motivated individuals like this 
come together in a classroom, they create an incredibly unique collection of ideas. Participants in 
the LEADER Project learn fundamental business and entrepreneurial skills over the two-week 
boot camp, culminating in a business plan competition on the final day. The pitch competitions 
are judged by panels of local business people and potential investors. 

Through data collected by the Impact Committee, and based on responses from 185 respondents, 
92% of participants agreed that the LEADER Project enhanced their overall business knowledge 
and that 99% stated that attending the program was worthwhile.  

“The entire program was really great and helpful for me. My favourite topic was Marketing.”  
Student, Restart (Bosnia and Herzegovina) 

“I loved the LEADER program as a whole! My favourite part was the business pitch – it was the 
most useful platform which helped me understand where I stand and what I have learned.” 
Student, JAIN University (India) 
 
“Breaking down the customer journey and the process of making a product/service was extremely 
helpful. It made me realize the time consumption and bottleneck for my idea.” 
Student, Macedonia2025 (Macedonia) 

“The program environment was perfect – the complete package of learning and fun.” 
Student, NYEF (Nepal) 
 
“In Serbia, learning from cases is rare and it was very useful here. The instructors were 
knowledgeable, motivated, and gave us many useful, practical examples.” 
Student, CANSEE (Serbia) 
 
“LEADER gave me the opportunity to meet talented people in different areas and gain a wealth 
of knowledge in running a business.” 
Student, SiHub (Vietnam) 
 
“My favorite part was coming into the program not really knowing anything and ending the program 
with lots of knowledge and a better understanding of what it takes to run a business.” 
Student, Yukon College/YukonStruct (Whitehorse) 
 
 
This year, LEADER taught a total of 236 students (54% Female, 46% Male) in eight countries. 
We thank all participants for their dedication and collaboration during our programs.  
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Alumni Volunteer Program 
 
This year, we were pleased to continue our Alumni Volunteer program, through which Ivey alumni 
can participate in the LEADER Project as part of the teaching team. Each year, we select 
outstanding alumni to travel with our teams to teaching sites to support the execution of our 
programming, and provide executive mentorship to entrepreneurs. Alumni are able to leverage 
their professional experience, as well as the foundational business knowledge acquired during 
their time at Ivey, to give back to communities around the world.  
 
This spring, we welcomed 3 alumni to our sites. Nadine de Gannes (HBA ’09), Sharon Castelino 
(EMBA ’12), and Janet Lambert (MBA ’87) travelled to Vietnam, Serbia, and Nepal respectively. 
Each alumnus worked alongside site teams of HBA and MBA students to teach business concepts 
and mentor entrepreneurs seeking to launch or scale their businesses. The alumni were truly 
immersed in the cultures of their sites, fostered connections with business owners around the 
world, and gave back to the Ivey community through mentorship of LEADER instructors on site.  
 
 

Testimonial – Janet Lambert, MBA’87 
 
“Travelling as an alumni with the Ivey LEADER Project was a life-
changing experience. The combination of young MBA/HBAs, 
eager entrepreneurs in Kathmandu, and great local partners 
showed how (re)learning and teaching the Ivey Case Method 
is an important way to support a country's young leaders.  
 
I highly recommend my experienced alumni colleagues from 
Ivey to take a few weeks to volunteer, immerse yourself in the 
business culture, and a country's culture, and bond with 
current Ivey students.  
 
The combination of fresh concepts and experienced examples 
was a potent way to help entrepreneurs understand real world 
business situations. I was able to share my knowledge and at the 
same time learn a lot, and laugh a lot, with my new Ivey alumni 
friends.”    
 
-Janet Lambert, MBA ‘87 
 
 

Looking to 2019/2020 
 
We are currently recruiting alumni to participate in the spring of 2020. If you are interested in 
travelling with the LEADER Project as an alumni, please get in touch by emailing 
leaderproject@ivey.ca. 
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Site Summaries 
 
In 2019, 32 LEADER instructors travelled to our eight sites across the world. These sites include 
Whitehorse, Nepal, India, Vietnam, Russia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Macedonia. We 
are thankful to our site partners for their continued collaboration with LEADER, and we look 
forward to building greater impact over time with each of our current sites. 

 

Bangalore, India 
Written by Jason Mangel 
 
The 2019 team for LEADER included Patrick 
Galange (MBA ’19), Jason Mangel (MBA ’19), 
Aanchal Narula (MBA ’19) and Neneh Thapar 
(MBA ’19). The site partner lead at Jain University, 
CMS Business School was Narasimhan G, who 
helped to coordinate all logistics for the LEADER 
team when on-site in Bangalore. Narasimhan was 
an outstanding site partner lead and is expected to 
continue his role in helping LEADER with future 
teaching engagements.  
 
Over two weeks, 20+ students ranging from 22 to 26 years-old participated in the LEADER Project. 
Most of the students were completing MBAs or other master’s degrees at Jain University and had 
a strong business background. The students were open-minded and were extremely excited 
about the opportunity to learn about all facets of entrepreneurship, specifically finance and 
marketing, where they were interested in approaches to raising capital for small businesses and 
developing marketing plans for businesses they had or wanted to start. In-class participation and 
contribution were insightful and respectful. Most days involved breaking into teams and buzz 
groups to tackle challenges. Students were able to translate the lessons from the cases into the 
context of the Indian business environment and extract the key concepts. For many of the 
students a high degree of participation and the case methodology were a new style of learning. 
This new style of learning was enabled and fortified by the personal and academic relationships 
that existed amongst the group even prior to entering the class. The coaching sessions that paired 
LEADER instructors with student groups working on their business ideas were especially well 
received by the students who had existing businesses or developed business ideas. Students 
were looking for help developing specific business skills or often wanted to bounce ideas off of a 
coach in a safe environment.  
 
The students’ capstone project was an opportunity for teams of students to pitch business ideas 
in front of the LEADER panel and receive feedback. During the 12 lectures leading up to the 
business plan competition the students were guided through a practical outline of how the pitch 
should be structured. During the competition, the LEADER panel took the role of real investors 
and provided feedback that could help the students in future business plan pitches. The students 
developed a wide range of new business ideas that included: personal branding for an aspiring 
artist, an idea for a mobile app dealing with mental health, and a sustainable wedding vendor 
among other unique ideas. All pitches included a detailed opportunity sizing breakdown, financial 
projections, marketing plans, and an implementation strategy. 
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Throughout the program, LEADER instructors were exposed to the diverse cultures and foods of 
India through day-to-day interactions with students and the local population. We were also able 
to venture out on a weekend trip to the historical city of Mysore and visit the Royal Palace among 
other attractions. The team visited silk markets, ate at local hotspots, and experience Bangalore’s 
nightlife. India was an unforgettable life experience for the 2019 LEADER team and we encourage 
all LEADER instructors to visit Bangalore! 

 

Belgrade, Serbia 
Written by Shivani Pradhan  
 
In May 2019, LEADER Instructors Brooke 
Mikalachki (MBA ’19), Greg Anthony (MBA ’19), 
Sharon Castelino (MBA ’12 Alumni Volunteer), 
Dorothy Lin (HBA ’20), and Shivani Pradhan 
(HBA ’20) arrived in Belgrade, Serbia. In 
collaboration with the Canadian Serbian Business 
Association (CANSEE), this would be the 4th 
LEADER Project to occur in Belgrade.    
 
During the two weeks in Belgrade, the LEADER 
Project student participants visited various co-working hubs, a gala at the Canadian 
Ambassador’s residence, and a networking event with previous LEADER Alumni – all while 
preparing for intensive case discussions each day. While case material covered topics such as 
Marketing Strategy and Financial Statement Analysis, the instructor team also had the opportunity 
to discuss unique topics such as Leadership in Business. Students in the class had backgrounds 
spanning Medicine, Law, Engineering, IT and more. The diverse educational and leadership 
background of the students ensured that the class took on new approaches to solving the 
business challenges presented in the cases. In addition to completing the cases, students also 
worked together on their business plans throughout the two weeks in preparation for Pitch Day. 
At the end of each day, the LEADER Instructors hosted 1-on-1 coaching sessions to help 
empower students to hone their analysis and presentations. 
 
The LEADER Instructor Team also had the opportunity to experience Belgrade from a local 
perspective by attending a walking “Food Tour” hosted by one of our students. In between bites 
of cevapi and cups of Turkish coffee, the team had the opportunity to learn more about Serbia’s 
history and traditions.  Additional highlights were visiting the Church of Saint Sava and walking 
along the Knez Mihailova; this provided the team with the opportunity to learn more about local 
Serbian culture. Gaining an understanding of the retail and restaurant industry in Belgrade also 
helped the team find local businesses to feature during class discussions in order to customize 
the teaching material and provide real-life examples of successful business strategies. 
  
On the last day of the program, LEADER Instructors and a panel of judges from CANSEE and 
the Canadian Embassy judged the business pitch presentations. Students demonstrated a strong 
understanding of the key learning points from cases and their enthusiasm during their 
presentations made Pitch Day a great success! The winning business pitch was Večerinka by 
Natalija Živanović and Ivana Daljević – a food subscription service with healthy, pre-portioned 
ingredients. Second Place was awarded to Honey Hive by Marko Djordjevic, Predrag Marković 
and Nenad Portić - a service that connected beekeepers and farmers looking to pollinate their 
land to increase crop yields. Third Place was given to Digitalna Pijaca by Gloria Josic – a service 
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that connects local sellers of artisanal products with customers. It was great to see that there was 
a lot of interest from students to use their ideas to empower other local businesses. 
 
The participants’ passion for entrepreneurship and their determination to challenge makes the 
LEADER Project an unforgettable experience in Belgrade. LEADER looks forward to continuing 
our partnership with CANSEE in order to empower aspiring entrepreneurs in Serbia and create a 
positive impact within the business community.  
 

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
Written by Dylan Scanlan 
 
The third year of the LEADER program in Ho Chi 
Minh City was a great success, with tremendous 
student engagement and learning. The 
instructor team of Taylor Whitehouse (MBA ‘19), 
Arzoo Sethi (MSc ‘19), Dylan Scanlan (HBA ‘19), 
and Angela He (HBA ‘20) greatly enjoyed their 
time in Vietnam. LEADER’s site partner, Saigon 
Innovation Huh (SIHub), went to great lengths to 
ensure the success of the program, helping 
facilitate a positive classroom environment and 
strong social atmosphere among the instructors 
and participants.  
 
Participants came from a diverse set of backgrounds, with a high percentage of them already 
operating their own business or hoping to start one shortly. The level of business knowledge at 
this site is intermediary, with only a few students having previous business training or advanced 
education. Nonetheless, our students were eager to learn and quickly grasped the difficult topics 
involved in the program. Participants made good use of the individual coaching sessions with 
LEADER instructors and were always looking for additional perspectives on their ideas. We were 
extremely fortunate to have two guest speakers join the class: a successful Vietnamese tech 
founder and a VC investor, who joined us for a panel and Q&A session. The participants had 
great questions for the speakers, and hearing their first hand perspectives on entrepreneurship 
was highly valuable for the participants, specifically around the topics of raising funds and 
managing a team.  
 
The participants were eager to show off the city to the instructors, by bringing in exotic foods to 
class, giving us restaurant recommendations, and even taking us on a scooter ride through the 
city at night. Ho Chi Minh City has a vibrant street food scene, and the instructors had the chance 
to sample many local delicacies, from boiled snails to grilled frog. The instructors also had the 
chance to take a weekend trip to visit the floating markets of the Mekong Delta, which was a great 
way to experience rural Vietnamese culture.  
 
The culminating business pitch competition showcased the ambition and creativity that the 
participants have, as well as demonstrating the significant learning that they took out of the 
program. The winning team’s business was an online learning and recruitment platform designed 
to address the gap between IT students and recruiters in Vietnam. There were many promising 
business plans from our participants, and we look forward to seeing their progress and future 
success! 
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Irkutsk, Russia 
Written by Lisa Chen  
 
In April 2019, Kevin McWhinnie (MBA ’19), Richard 
Ruggiero (MBA ’19), Lisa Chen (HBA ’20), and YiMin 
Shen (HBA ’20) travelled to Irkutsk, Russia to teach 
at Baikal State University. 
 
LEADER’s Russian site is incredibly unique – with 
two classes totalling about 60 students running 
concurrently every day, one in Russian and one in 
English. Classes were filled with students of the 
university, almost all studying business, and with 
some specializing in entrepreneurship. There were 
also ‘executive’ students who were more mature, and 
typically already had 10+ years of business experience. The Russian classes were translated by 
Baikal State University’s professors Kate, Elena, and Rutfina who would all later become quasi-
tour guides for the team of LEADER instructors. Moreover, for the first time, the LEADER 
instructors stayed for a longer period in Irkutsk, for a total of 20 days, allowing the team to fully 
immerse themselves within the city. 
 
In the classroom, students were not only engaged and genuinely interested with the subject 
matter, but they also appreciated the case method. For example, after class one day, an executive 
student eagerly explained that she would be implementing the case-method to any future training 
sessions her company would have. It was fulfilling to watch the students grow from week one as 
timid participants to week two as fierce debaters. In one of the classes, instead of telling the 
students which of the 3 options the case answers opted for, the LEADER instructors had them 
split into teams and defend their options and why it was most valid. What persisted next was 30 
minutes of solid debate. Students sketched out profitability networks and shared personal stories 
to defend their views; it was moments like these that challenged students to think critically and 
brought the class closer together. 
 
The LEADER instructors were wowed by the level of detail and thought students put into their 
presentations on Pitch Day. Almost all the groups presented business plans that would ultimately 
affect and better the lives of their community. Irkutsk is a beautiful, but dusty town, and to solve 
the issue that cars parked on the side of the road will be covered in a sheet of dust and sand, a  
group of executive students pitched an application that would ease the car-washing process and 
direct the abundant demand for car washes to the supply in an efficient manner. 
 
Aside from teaching, the LEADER instructors were lucky to explore the city every day. Baikal 
State University was located in the heart of Irkutsk. Only one hour away from the capital of 
Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar, Irkutsk presented a rich amalgamation of different cultures within the city. 
From eating many local foods like Omul, the fish found in Lake Baikal, to drinking river water in 
the mountainous Arshan region, the LEADER instructors were warmly welcomed by everyone. 
We appreciate the hard work and effort our site partner, Baikal State University, put in to ensure 
this trip ran smoothly. From organizing all our breakfast and lunches to hosting the classes with 
the necessary equipment needed, none of this would have been possible without their help. 
 
As the LEADER instructors continue to stay in contact with the students and professors from 
Baikal State University, we hope that this partnership will continue to last for years to come. 
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Kathmandu, Nepal 
Written by Helen Schreyer 
 
Over the past four years LEADER has 
developed a strong partnership with the 
Nepalese Young Entrepreneurs Forum 
(NYEF), a membership based non-profit 
organization supporting local entrepreneurs. 
NYEF continues to be our site partner in 
Kathmandu, Nepal, and this year’s site leads 
were Reetal Rana, Sadikshya Ojha, and 
Upasana Shretha (newly appointed Vice 
President – Women). From Canada, 
LEADER’s team included Zsolt Vigh 
(MBA ’19), Amaara Dhanji (HBA ’19), Harleen Arora (HBA ’20), and Helen Schreyer (HBA ’21). 
We were also fortunate to have Janet Lambert (MBA ’87) on board, who was an Alumni Volunteer 
who brought over three decades of pharmaceutical, not-for-profit, and management consulting 
experience to the team.  
 
The LEADER program students ranged in age from 19 to 44, and the majority were attending 
post-secondary institutions for degrees in business or related fields. Students marketed for 
educational start-ups, ran their family stores, and founded corporate IT security firms. One of our 
students recently represented Nepal at UNICEF’s South Asia Wash Innovation Challenge – a 
competition that features innovative ideas to promote hand-washing. Everyone brought different 
perspectives and opinions, but what they all had in common was their entrepreneurial aspirations 
and their drive to achieve and do good in the world (as well as a shared love for travel and good 
food!) 
 
Over the course of our two weeks in Kathmandu we spent the afternoons teaching cases and 
giving lectures on everything from strategy to cash flow. We often found ourselves coaching 
students before and after class, connecting on breaks, and even doing an interview with one of 
our students who writes for an online newspaper specialized in youth, entrepreneurship, and 
education. We were amazed by the passion and energy that everyone brought to the classroom. 
One young man travelled 500km to participate! He reflected on the experience saying, “Before I 
was… like rough dough. Now I am bread. The LEADER program… gave me so many useful 
things and ideas, especially about finance. And I met many amazing people…thank you.”  
 
We were very impressed by the range and creativity of the pitches that were presented at the end 
of our two-week session: TutoU was proposed as an online platform facilitating peer-to-peer 
tutoring. KHADDAR for Aesthetic Living employs local women to create cotton products from 
traditional Nepali fabric. Our winner was Ama’s Inspiration, a sustainable avocado farm that one 
of our students wanted to establish on an unused plot of land her family owned outside the city. 
This business plan was presented with passion, creativity, and was incredibly well developed and 
financially feasible. The winner received a full scholarship from NYEF to take her venture through 
a 20-day start-up incubator, and we were incredibly excited to see her commit to pursuing an idea 
that was borne out of the LEADER Project.  
 
Outside the classroom, we were overwhelmed by the hospitality of our students and site partners. 
We were treated to a Newari lunch (traditional indigenous meal), and given tours of Kathmandu’s 
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many temples, palaces, and districts. We learned first-hand about the country’s history, politics, 
and culture, and heard stories about everything from the 2015 earthquake to the development of 
capital markets. Our site partners invited us to attend their AGM at a beautiful former palace, 
brought incredible speakers into our classroom, and organized a visit to Karkhana, a local start-
up making waves in the Nepali educational system. They also helped us arrange an incredible 
trip to Pokhara on our second weekend in Nepal, where we went paragliding, paddled across 
Phewa lake, and hiked up to the World Peace Pagoda.  
 
Through all our experiences we learned that Nepal is a beautiful country full of beautiful people. 
The students were globally minded, passionate, and eager to make a difference, and it was an 
honor to meet and work with them though the connections the LEADER Project has made.  

 

Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina 
Written by Amy Wang  
 
This was the third year the LEADER project was held in 
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). The team 
consisted of Tyson Denhamer (MBA ‘19), David 
Humphrey (MBA ‘19), Amy Wang (HBA ‘20), and Erica 
Yarmol-Matusiak (HBA ‘21). The local site partner is 
Restart, an organization that supports entrepreneurs 
and the business community in BiH.  
 
A total of 20 students graduated from the program this 
year. The majority of the students were experienced 
entrepreneurs who have been running their business for a number of years. While a large number 
of students worked in the technology industry, there was also a wide range of industries 
represented, from children’s toys to apparel to healthy foods. The students were engaged from 
the beginning and were excited to learn new concepts, often asking for additional resources to 
fuel their curiosity. Many students also shared their expertise in areas such as marketing or 
operations with the class, leading to rich classroom discussions. 
 
The site partner organized three guest speakers to share their experiences after the relevant 
lectures. Guest speakers spoke about B2B sales on a budget, understanding tax laws in BiH , 
and ways to finance a startup. The students found these speakers valuable because they helped 
localize the curriculum and were able to connect with the speakers afterwards.  
 
The two week program cumulated in a pitch presentation. This was an excellent opportunity for 
students to practice the business skills they had learned throughout the course and to hone their 
presentation skills. Some students pitched their existing businesses, while many presented new 
ideas. The winner of the pitch competition was Aldin Fajic, whose business was software that 
helped SME manufacturing businesses with their operational efficiency. Some other winning pitch 
ideas included a handmade handbag company, and a marketing agency for local businesses. 
 
Outside of the classroom, the LEADER instructors were introduced to the local business 
landscape and culture in a variety of ways. The site partner and students organized a number of 
activities for the LEADER instructors to understand local culture. Touring Sarajevo’s City Hall with 
the site partner and a past LEADER participant was a highlight, as well as visiting a manufacturing 
facility that a student previously worked in. The LEADER instructors had several lunches with 
participants and experienced two Iftar dinners for Ramadan.  
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The incredible two weeks would not have been possible without the support of the Restart, USAID 
Diaspora Invest, and the Bosnian American Friendship Association. Our team thoroughly enjoyed 
the Sarajevo experience and getting involved in the BiH entrepreneurship community. 
 
 

Skopje, Macedonia 
Written by Nupur Jain 
 
This year, the LEADER Project marked its 12th 
successful stint in Skopje, Macedonia. The 
LEADER instructor team consisted of 
Matthew Simioni (MBA ’19), Nupur Jain (MBA 
’19), Margot Ghersin (HBA ’20) and Natalie 
Ngo (HBA ’20). The LEADER Project benefits 
immensely from the strong reputation and 11 
years of partnership with the local site partner, 
Macedonia2025. This partnership is one of the 
flagship programs offered by Macedonia2025, 
and over the years has given the LEADER 
Project an opportunity to train over 330 entrepreneurs and build connections with many 
Macedonian businesses. This has traditionally been an advanced site, and the LEADER team 
was impressed by the participants’ willingness to learn, their quick adoption of the case method 
and the quality of business plans they developed during the two weeks program.  
 
Macedonia2025 has always been successful in reaching out to a diverse group of prospective 
students in Skopje, and this year was no different. The team selected 34 participants including 
students who were in the process of developing an idea, current entrepreneurs with small 
businesses, as well as those working for larger firms but looking to spearhead entrepreneurial 
initiatives within the company. There was a healthy split demographically, with just over 50% 
women, and ages ranging from 21 to 54. What was most impressive was the variety of business 
ideas, including a small winery, a dressmakers’ boutique, a better solar energy harnessing system 
and even a rubber parts manufacturer.  
 
The application form had included a question on what the participants hoped to gain from the 
program, and the LEADER instructors used that information to customize the teaching material 
and schedule. The LEADER instructors also made changes by gauging the level of knowledge in 
the room, and the business relevance of the topics being covered. Two topics were added to the 
suggested curriculum: a negotiations workshop and a leadership group discussion, both of which 
were highly appreciated. The in-class sessions were followed by one-on-one coaching sessions 
which were well utilized by the participants. Almost 70% of the class scheduled at least 1 coaching 
session and many had more than 2. These sessions gave the LEADER instructors an opportunity 
to dive deeper into the business plans and current problems being faced, and brainstorm the way 
forward. This was also a good forum to share more personal insights and business experiences, 
and thus build closer relationships.  
 
The curriculum and coaching sessions were supplemented with many interactions with the 
Macedonian business community. These included several guest speakers, including Victor Miso 
(General Manager, KOSTAL) and Aleksander Stamboliev (CEO, New Venture Accelerator at 
University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius University). Another highlight was a dedicated session on 
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fundraising in Macedonia by Prof. Makedonka Dimitrova, a professor of Entrepreneurship and a 
government consultant for the Agency for Promotion of Entrepreneurship (APE).  The participants 
also had the opportunity to meet with LEADER Project alumni, business executives, and 
supporters at a networking event which was also attended by Her Excellency Kati Csaba 
(Ambassador of Canada to Serbia, Macedonia, and Montenegro).  
 
The 2-week program concluded with a day of pitch presentations. The participants took the 
business pitches very seriously - most of them had worked on several drafts, coming to the 
LEADER instructors for feedback and subsequently refining the presentations to make their case 
in the 5 minutes allocated to each speaker. The panel of judges included representatives from 
industry, government and finance. 
 
Over the 2 weeks, the LEADER instructors also managed to explore the city by themselves and 
with the help of their students. Macedonians are very hospitable, and the students were 
exceptionally so, with dinners and evening excursions arranged for us at the best local Kafanas 
(restaurants with live music). The LEADER team visited the picturesque town of Ohrid over the 
weekend where we were joined by students with their families. The team also got an opportunity 
to visit the offices of a local firm, and a long-time LEADER supporter, called Web Factory. Overall, 
the team came back with some great memories and some new friends. The LEADER team will 
continue to keep in touch with the participants and look forward to hearing about all the successful 
ventures that originated in their classroom. 
 

Whitehorse, Yukon 
Written by Sara Raza 
 
2019 marked the inaugural LEADER Project site in 
Canada, located in Whitehorse, Yukon. The launch of 
this site was a culmination of a two-year commitment 
to “bring the impact closer to home,” and was only 
possible through the tireless dedication of the LEADER 
team, Advisory Board, and the many organizations in 
Whitehorse that provided continued guidance and 
support. A special thank you to Yukon College, the 
Yukon Government’s Department of Economic Development, Dana Naye Ventures, and the 
Yukon First Nations Chamber of Commerce. The LEADER team represented by Yumi Sasaki 
(MBA’19), Katie McNamara (MBA’19), Victor Lal (HBA’19), and Sara Raza (HBA’19) had a 
fulfilling experience teaching and exploring Canada’s North!  
 
The 2019 cohort included a total of 9 participants, including 7 First Nations youth entrepreneurs, 
supporting LEADER’s objective in empowering First Nations youth and entrepreneurs to 
successfully envision, scale, and grow their businesses. The students were extremely engaged; 
they never hesitated to contribute their personal experiences, share their business goals, and 
they often asked questions to deepen the discussion. The participants were at different stages of 
their business and came in with varying business ideas from contracting and carpentry, sporting 
goods, arts and graphic design, eco-tourism, and esthetics. This diversity led to interesting 
discussions and enabled students to help mentor and coach each other. One student shared that 
the course offered not only the structure and frameworks to help think about her business, but 
also allowed her to reflect more deeply about her values and goals as an entrepreneur.  
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Prior to arriving in Whitehorse and while teaching, the LEADER instructors adapted the curriculum 
to ensure they presented localized content that was relevant to the students. They prepared three 
custom developed cases about Northern and First Nations owned businesses, specifically Air 
North, The Yukon Soaps Company, and Dickson Designs, and invited the owners into the 
classroom to reflect on the case and share their thoughts. It was inspiring for the participants and 
LEADER instructors to engage with local entrepreneurs who were candid about their stories, 
sharing both the successes and challenges they’ve faced, and how their First Nations values 
connect to their business values. The participants especially found the accounting and finance 
portion of the course relevant, commenting that it is a skill they gained that will help them make 
tactical business decisions. The LEADER instructors also included a discussion on the differences 
between debt and equity as participants began to think about funding their businesses. To 
supplement the discussion, LEADER invited local organizations that provide funding to describe 
their offerings and provide clarity in what they look for in prospective entrepreneurs.  
 
In preparation for the pitch day, participants engaged in daily public speaking activities such as 
playing PowerPoint roulette, mini on the spot speeches, and analyzing famous speeches. These 
activities warmed up the classroom discussions, prepared participants for their presentations, and 
most importantly they were always a laugh! The pitch day concluded with 9 outstanding 
presentations, and it was evident how much the participants had applied their knowledge as they 
were communicating their business plan and fielding some tough questions.  
 
During the evenings, the LEADER instructors and participants engaged in social activities! From 
evening dinners at local restaurants, to watching the opening ceremonies of the National 
Aboriginal Hockey Championships, to glass blowing at Lumel Studios, the participants and 
LEADER instructors bonded and became friends.  
 
To all our new friends, thank you for making Whitehorse feel like home. We cherish the time we 
spent together and are looking forward to coming back next year. 
 

 
 

Future Site Outlook 
 
In 2019-2020, LEADER aims to continue our partnership with our eight aforementioned site 
partners, with a focus on expanding our reach to smaller communities within the Yukon territory 
and iterating on the localized curriculum developed this year. Additionally, we intend to reengage 
with ETRE Ayisyen, our previous site partner in Haiti, therefore potentially returning to a highly 
impactful site. 

 
Committee Reports 
 

Curriculum 
 
This year’s Curriculum committee focused on the site-localization of cases and lecture content. 
This was done to make in-class time more engaging, relevant, and personalized at each LEADER 
site. The team also re-evaluated LEADER’s curriculum, introducing several new cases, lectures, 
and developing technical workshops that could be used to modify the curriculum to meet the skills 
and needs of students on-site.  
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Our committee was led by Dylan Scanlan (HBA ’19) and included Kevin McWhinnie (MBA ‘19), 
Nupur Jain (MBA ’19), Tyson Denhamer (MBA ’19), Zsolt Vigh (MBA ’19), Dorothy Lin (HBA ‘20), 
Erica Yarmol-Matusiak (HBA ’21), Helen Schreyer (HBA ’21), and Victor Lal (HBA ’19). 
 
Key Achievements in 2018/19 

• Drafted a three-week curriculum in response to conversation with site partners around 
demand for expanding the LEADER Project to include up to 12 days of class. Although 
the Project retained a two-week structure this year, we are now better prepared to adapt 
our curriculum to a different timeframe moving forward 

• Modified over 80% of the curriculum material: 
o Introduced the nine stages of New Venture Creation (NVC) as a framework for 

LEADER’s educational platform 
o Updated LEADER’s PowerPoint template to be more modern and professional 
o Redesigned several lectures to include new theories and models (ex. Strategy) 
o Added new forms of educational media to make lectures more engaging (ex. 

videos, images, handouts, and interactive exercises)  
o Created a hand-out summarizing the key models, formulas, and skills from each 

lecture 
o Developed two new modules: (1) Leadership and Managing People, (2) Ethics & 

Corporate Social Responsibility 
o Created technical workshops for ‘Excel’ and ‘Digital Marketing’ that were optional 

for each site and offered based on students’ interests and skills 
o Added localized content in lectures, cases, and in-class activities to tailor the 

curriculum to each individual site 

• Updated daily curriculum survey to collect feedback on lecture materials and cases, 
enabling immediate improvements to be implemented 

• Improved LEADERite training on curriculum content and case facilitation; scheduled 
practice sessions with Ivey professors who gave feedback and coaching on how to 
prepare to teach cases  

 
Future Outlook 
As LEADER continues to engage with students who bring a range of skills and experience from 
around the world, the Curriculum committee should focus on developing flexibility in its material. 
This will allow each site team to cater to different skill levels as well as topics of special interest. 
The committee should continue to develop site-localized examples, cases, and activities, offer 
more technical workshops, and create intermediate/advanced lectures for topics such as 
operations, finance, and cash flow. The knowledge gap between participants can also be 
addressed by creating more extensive preliminary readings for students prior to the beginning of 
the LEADER Project.  
 
The committee should also focus on continuing to prepare LEADERites for their experience as 
teachers and coaches. This preparation should involve releasing the curriculum earlier to allow 
teams to familiarize themselves with lectures and cases, as well as offering more opportunities to 
practice class facilitation.   
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Fundraising & Social  
 
The Fundraising & Social Committee focused on two key mandates this year: to organize 
fundraising events and to engage the LEADERite community throughout the school year. The 
team successfully reached the fundraising goal of over $3,000 and created a number of initiatives 
to encourage positive interactions among LEADERites.  A huge thank you goes to Jason Mangel 
(MBA ’19), Katie McNamara (MBA ’19), Neneh Thapar (MBA ’19), Sara Raza (HBA ’19), Lisa 
Chen (HBA ’20), and Natalie Ngo (HBA ’20) for their accomplishments this year. 
 
Key Achievements in 2018/19 
LEADERite Kudos: To foster a positive and supportive environment in the LEADERite community, 
members were encouraged to anonymously send in notes of appreciation (kudos) for other 
LEADERites. At every general meeting, the kudos were read out loud and individuals were 
recognized for their hard work and accomplishments.  
 
LEADERite Coffee Chats: Every month, LEADERites were paired with members from other 
committees, in order to foster broader team collaboration and engagement. LEADERites were 
encouraged to informally set-up coffee chats and share experiences in a more informal 
environment outside the monthly meetings.  
 
Team Bonding Events: The committee hosted two larger social events throughout the year, a 
bowling night and a potluck dinner. These events provided an opportunity for LEADERites to get 
to know other students and to chat in a social setting.  
 
Connect Conference 
For the second year, LEADER partnered with the Pre-Business Students’ Network (PBSN) to host 
a two-day conference for first and second year Western students. Firm sponsors included 
McKinsey & Co, Bain & Co, the Boston Consulting Group, Accenture, and Monitor Deloitte. 
LEADER has not only been able to raise funds through this annual event, but also grow 
awareness of the Project among future Ivey students. 
 
Valentine’s Day Candygrams  
LEADER ran its first Valentine’s Day candygram fundraiser this year. It was hugely successful 
and over $1,000 in proceeds was raised. Both Ivey students and faculty members were excited 
about this initiative and sent candygrams to friends, professors, and colleagues. 
 
Ivey Homecoming 
LEADER hosted a reunion event for Ivey alumni during the Homecoming weekend. Current and 
past LEADERites had an opportunity to share stories of their teaching experiences abroad. 
Alumni were happy to engage and to reminisce with current LEADERites. 
 
Global Ivey Day  
This year was the first time that LEADER partnered with Ivey Advancement to host an Alumni 
event on Global Ivey Day. The night at Firkin on Harbour was full of laughs and reminiscing on 
past travels as a number of LEADER Alumni came to enjoy the evening. 
 
Future Outlook 
The committee has had a successful year and we are excited for the continuous creation of new 
initiatives. Higher frequency of fundraising events, a renewed focus on empowering personal 
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fundraising for LEADERites, and increased alumni engagement are key areas of development for 
the new year.  
 
 
Impact 
 
This was the third year of the Impact Committee, which was formed to measure, track, and 
communicate the impact that LEADER is having on the participants and the local economies that 
it operates in. The Impact committee consisted of two HBA students, three MBA students, and 
one MSC student: Amy Wang (HBA ’20), YiMin Shen (HBA ’20), Katie McNamara (MBA ’19), 
Patrick Galange (MBA ’19), Yumi Sasaki (MBA ’19), and Arzoo Sethi (MSC ’19). 
 
This past year, the Impact committee made it a priority to add as much value as possible for the 
other committees within LEADER. Each Impact member was assigned to be a liaison for a 
committee and met regularly with committee leads to ensure that the Impact committee was 
measuring the information that each team needed to succeed.  
 
The Impact committee meticulously created a comprehensive survey to track the impact made in 
terms of professional, personal, and educational development on each site participant. The 
committee developed a plan for an initiative called “Fund an Entrepreneur”, which is anticipated 
to launch in the near future. 
 
Key Achievements in 2018/2019 

• Complete revamp of the site surveys and LEADERite surveys in order to capture more 
insightful data. The data will be compiled into Tableau dashboards and shared with the 
LEADER community 

• Conducted interviews with two LEADER participants at each site which included students 
who benefited from the curriculum, businesses which developed significantly as a result 
of LEADER, and students with interesting business concepts or businesses that could 
significantly benefit local communities. These interviews and student stories will be shared 
on our social media platforms 

 
Results 
Site teams were asked to provide time during class for the surveys, and nearly all students (a 
total of 185) completed them. The data collected from these results indicates an encouraging level 
of participant satisfaction. 92% of participants stated that the program helped improve their 
business knowledge, and 99% of participants stated that it was worthwhile attending LEADER. 
 
Future Outlook 
The Impact Committee aims to continuously improve their data collection methods at each site 
and add value to different committees within LEADER. In the coming year, Impact hopes 
collaborate with Marketing & Communications to publish success stories of past LEADER 
participants, and incorporate an Impact Day for LEADERites to volunteer within the London 
community. 
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Logistics 
 
This year, the Logistics committee focused on delegating the responsibilities of the team across 
each team member, therefore building stronger relations between a site partner and a particular 
designated LEADERite. This delegation process worked well, allowing the committee to have 
engaging discussions with each of the site partners throughout the year and to make sure each 
partner felt supported and prepared for the program before LEADERites arrived.  
 
The Logistics Committee consisted of Matthew Simioni (MBA ‘19), Richard Ruggiero (MBA ‘19), 
David Humphrey (MBA ‘19), Brooke Mikalachki (MBA ‘19), Taylor Whitehouse (MBA ’19), and 
Harleen Arora (HBA ‘20). Thank you to the committee for their contributions to LEADER this year! 
 
Key Achievements in 2018/2019 

• Continuous communication and involvement with LEADERites travelling to locations that 
required additional support 

• Compiling and organizing emergency information of all LEADERites 

• Changing our system of assigning Site Captains – this year, each Logistics committee 
member became a Site Captain, allowing for better end-to-end relationship management 
with all site partners Each member managed their respective Memorandum of 
Understanding and maintained communication throughout the year until the program took 
place 

• Updating site packages to better reflect the country’s unique culture and building on 
experiences of past LEADERites  

 
Future Outlook 
The goal of the Logistics Committee is to ensure that all LEADERites arrive and depart from each 
site safely and efficiently. Future teams should look to not only fulfill this duty, but to also improve 
LEADER processes. Assigning Logistics Site Captains early on helped facilitate smoother 
communication throughout the year, and this process should be continued moving forward so that 
the same level of organization can take place next year.  
 
The Committee should think creatively and continue to be proactive in finding ways to adhere to 
ideal timelines, especially with the flight booking process. This proactivity will allow all committees 
to have a better understanding of the overall LEADER timeline, further emphasizing the 
importance of effectively meeting deadlines. The Committee hopes to start this by implementing 
a Key Dates calendar to reflect Logistics deadlines. 
 
 
Marketing & Communications  
 
This year's Marketing & Communications Committee set out to re-focus LEADER's engagement 
strategy and lay the groundwork for continued success from an Ivey and global perspective. The 
team took a step back to ensure that Committee processes already in place from years prior made 
sense for what LEADER is today. With new and returning committee members, the team was 
able to provide both context for previous years’ decisions, and fresh eyes for how engagement 
could be even more fruitful to the organization. 
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Thank you to the team: Shivani Pradhan (HBA '20), Amaara Dhanji (HBA '19), Angela He (HBA 
'20), Greg Anthony (MBA '19), Taylor Whitehouse (MBA '19), and Aanchal Narula (MBA '19) for 
their hard work and dedication to The LEADER Project. 
 
Key Achievements in 2018/2019 
 
• Defined LEADER target groups for messaging (Current LEADERites, Future LEADERites, 

LEADER Participants, Alumni, Sponsors) with suggested digital platforms for 
communication and Call-to-Action guidelines in a Targeting Matrix 

• Designed and implemented a Social Content Calendar that may be used as a template for 
upcoming years 

• Updated Site Packages for each site location and created a new, customized Site Package 
for our new site location (Whitehorse) 

• Ordered LEADER t-shirts for 2018/2019 and 2019/2020 cohorts 
• Updated logo and related assets 
• Created simplified photo upload and caption system for each site location resulting in a 

sizeable database of photo assets and cultural tidbits for use in future social media posts 
and site packages 

• Developed a transition document for future years' MarComm committees 
  
Future Outlook 
By further building a structure to engage with potential LEADERites and sponsors, as well as re-
engage past LEADERites, the team has laid the foundation for a strong 2020 push on the 
Marketing and Communications front. In 2019/2020, the Committee will strive to provide exciting, 
valuable content across all of LEADER’s social media channels, including re-engaging with 
Alumni using its LinkedIn groups. An effort will be made to highlight the great Alumni Volunteer 
experiences that happened this summer! 
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Advisory Board 
 
The LEADER Project Advisory Board is critical to the Project’s success each year. The Board is 
designed to provide continuity, expertise, and help guide strategic direction for the operating team. 
 
We would like to thank Cassandra Lee-Chiang, Neha Kalwani, Farah Kurji and Joel Pipher for 
their years of guidance to generations of Executive Directors as they depart from the Board this 
year.  
 
This year’s Advisory Board is comprised of the following individuals: 
 
Advisory Board 
 

Name Board Position LEADER Year 

Robert Davis Advisory Board Co-Chair HBA ‘08 

Taylor Sekhon Advisory Board Co-Chair HBA ‘14 

Anton Tchajkov Advisory Board HBA ‘10 

David Bassin Advisory Board MBA ‘06 

Lisa Dymond Advisory Board MBA ‘06 

Paul Fleming Advisory Board, MBA ‘96 

Mark Gilbert Advisory Board MBA ‘12 

Mike Hornby-Smith Advisory Board MBA ‘08 

Emily Rowe Advisory Board HBA ‘16 

Vivek Kalwani Advisory Board MBA ‘12 

Cassandra Lee-Chiang Advisory Board HBA ‘13 

Neha Kalwani Advisory Board MBA ‘11 

Sarah Buck Advisory Board Manager of Projects, PMI 

  
Operations Committee 
 

Zach Hamel Operations Committee Chair HBA ‘16 

Stephen Reddin Operations Committee Chair MBA ‘15 

Farah Kurji Operations Committee MBA ‘17 

Joel Pipher Operations Committee MBA ‘17 

Cathy Chen Operations Committee HBA ‘18 

Raman Paulovich Operations Committee MBA ‘18 

James Elmhirst Operations Committee MBA ‘18 

Iris Wu Operations Committee HBA ‘18 
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Contact Page 
 
If you have any questions or inquiries, please contact the LEADER Project at:  
 
Ivey LEADER Project 
Ivey Business School at Western University 
1255 Western Road 
London, Ontario, Canada 
N6G 0N1 
 
For email inquiries, please contact us at leaderproject@ivey.ca.  
 
If your questions are specific to the Advisory Board, please contact 
advisoryboard@leaderproject.com.  
 
 
 
Website: www.leaderproject.com  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/theleaderproject/  
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/iveyleaderproject/ 
 
  

mailto:leaderproject@ivey.ca
mailto:advisoryboard@leaderproject.com
http://www.leaderproject.com/
https://www.facebook.com/theleaderproject/
https://www.instagram.com/iveyleaderproject/
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Thank You to our Sponsors 
  

 
 
 
Links:  
 
AIMIA 
Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship 
Ivey Business School – Dean’s Office 
Ivey MBA Student Association 
Ivey HBA Student Association 
Ivey Publishing 
Ivey Advancement 
Yukon Government Department of Economic Development  

http://www.aimia.com/
http://www.aimia.com/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/entrepreneurship/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/entrepreneurship/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/
http://iveymbaa.ca/
http://iveymbaa.ca/
https://www.iveyhbaa.com/
https://www.iveycases.com/
https://www.iveycases.com/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/alumni/
https://yukon.ca/en/department-of-economic-development
https://yukon.ca/en/department-of-economic-development
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Appendix 
 

Appendix 1: 2019 and Historical Income Statement12 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
1The Yukon Government Funding is not expected to continue at 2019 scale year-over-year; the sum was 

primarily due to the first year of site expansion to Whitehorse. 
2 Collective Donations were directly deposited to the Endowment Fund in this year’s financial statements, 

and not being treated as operational income for the Project. The Endowment Fund is used annually to 
fund initiatives like new expansion sites. 

LEADER Income Statement

For years ending August 31st

$ Canadian

2016 2017 2018 2019

Revenue

Fundraising Campaign

Individual Donations 14,398$                 5,709$                   5,921$                   6,875$                   

Other Donations -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       

Subtotal Fundraising 14,398$                 5,709$                   5,921$                   6,875$                   

Fundraising Events 3,412$                   270$                      2,623$                   3,631$                   

Institutional Fundraising 15,040$                 16,350$                 16,958$                 16,238$                 

Yukon Government Funding -$                       -$                       -$                       10,833$                 

Other Revenue 5,010$                   7,509$                   19,520$                 24,159$                 

Total Revenue 37,860$                 29,838$                 45,022$                 61,736$                 

Expenditures

General & Administrative Expenses 3,106$                   1,333$                   2,920$                   1,967$                   

Travel Expenses

Flights 17,944$                 17,402$                 22,155$                 21,404$                 

Aeroplan Taxes & Fees 5,664$                   5,609$                   4,830$                   7,344$                   

Other Travel Expenses 7,366$                   3,968$                   6,012$                   2,894$                   

Subtotal Travel 30,974$                 26,979$                 32,997$                 31,642$                 

Contingency Expenses -$                       40$                        7$                          5,412$                   

Expansion Expenses -$                       -$                       -$                       15,920$                 

Total Expenditures 34,080$                 28,352$                 35,924$                 54,941$                 

Surplus/(Deficit) 3,780$                   1,486$                   9,098$                   6,795$                   
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Appendix 2: Team Roster 
 

 

Name Program Committee Site

Erica Yarmol-Matusiak HBA1 Curriculum Bosnia and Herzegovina

Amy Wang HBA2 Impact Bosnia and Herzegovina

Tyson Denhamer MBA Curriculum Bosnia and Herzegovina

David Humphrey MBA Logistics Bosnia and Herzegovina

Jason Mangel MBA F&S India

Patrick Galange MBA Impact India

Aanchal Narula MBA MarComm India

Neneh Thapar MBA F&S India

Nupur Jain MBA Curriculum Macedonia

Matthew Simioni MBA Logistics Macedonia

Natalie Ngo HBA2 F&S Macedonia

Margot Ghersin HBA1 ED Macedonia

Harleen Arora HBA1 Logistics Nepal

Amaara Dhanji HBA2 MarComm Nepal

Helen Schreyer HBA1 Curriculum Nepal

Zsolt Vigh MBA Curriculum Nepal

Lisa Chen HBA1 F&S Russia

YiMin Shen HBA1 Impact Russia

Richard Ruggiero MBA Logistics Russia

Kevin McWhinnie MBA Curriculum Russia

Shivani Pradhan HBA1 MarComm Serbia

Dorothy Lin HBA2 Curriculum Serbia

Brooke Mikalachki MBA Logistics Serbia

Greg Anthony MBA MarComm Serbia

Taylor Whitehouse MBA ED Vietnam

Arzoo Sethi MSc Impact Vietnam

Dylan Scanlan HBA3 Curriculum Vietnam

Angela He HBA2 MarComm Vietnam

Victor Lal HBA2 ED Whitehorse

Sara Raza HBA2 F&S Whitehorse

Yumi Sasaki MBA Impact Whitehorse

Katie McNamara MBA ED Whitehorse


